PRIMITIVE EMOTIONS AND THE FAMILY
the complex emotions thus aroused may engender a hostile
sentiment of such intensity as, in some cases, to constitute one
of the dominant traits of character, not only of childhood but
of the whole of adult life.
Only second in impo- .ce to the attitude of the child Hatred be-
towards its parents are iu relations to its brothers and sisters, tween brothers
Under the conditions of normal family life, brothers and sisters
are, after the parents, the most important persons in the
environment of the young child, and it is but natural that
these persons should be among the earliest objects of the
developing love and hate emotions of the child. Whereas,
however, in the child's relations towards its parents, love would
seem to be the emotion that is usually first evoked, in its
dealings with the other junior members of the family, the
opposite emotion of hate is in most cases the primary reaction.
This fact can be easily explained as to a great extent a natural
consequence of the necessary conditions of family life. Brothers
and sisters possess claims upon the attention and affection of
the loved parent (especially when that parent is the mother)
which are apt to conflict seriously with one another and may
on occasion be felt by the respective claimants to be almost
if not quite as irksome and exorbitant as those of the other
parent, whose competition with the child in this respect we
have already noted. From this source there frequently arise
feelings of violent jealousy between brothers and sisters, and
the attitude of hostility thus evoked may be increased, or at
any rate prevented from disappearing, by the fact that children
of the same family have to share not only the affection of
their parents but, to some extent at least, their material
possessions and enjoyments also.
The works of psycho-analytic writers contain numerous
examples of such brother and sister hatreds in early years. As
a rule the younger child resents the advantages and privileges
of which it finds the older children already in possession; it
finds itself in many respects compelled to submit to the superior
size and strength and experience of the older children, whom
it is therefore inclined to regard as tyrants, the only refuge
from whose brutal power lies in appeal to the still higher adult
powers who control the destinies of the nursery. Older children,
on their part, are inclined to regard any new arrival in the
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